., :I« : n ; + m+ 1 and C(m, $) is the analogous product with n, < 3m + 1 . We shall show that the functions B and C possess the property described in our theorem, from which it is easily seen that our conclusion follows . Turning first to B(m, S), we note that n, > 3m + 1 implies 2m + 1 < m+n, +1 C2 and that 0 < x < 2 implies 1 -x > e -2 ' ; from these we infer that The expression within the brace approaches unity from above as m -i co, and indeed uniformly so for any set of S's which satisfy our supplementary conditions ; this concludes the proof of Theorem 2 . We remark that any aggregate of sequences S all of which are obtained from a fixed S by omitting integers will be an aggregate for which the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied .
We may now prove the first of our main results .
THEOREM 3 . Let P k (x) E M(S) tend uniformly to f(x) in 0 < x < 1 as k --; . Then f (x) can be extended to be analytic throughout the interior of the unit circle .
Its power series involves only powers x" ; and the coefficients of Px :(x) tend to the coefficients in this power series .
Proof. We first show that lim ai k' exists, where a ; k ' is the coefficient of x" in Pk (x) . Suppose, for a fixed i, that this is not true . Then, for some e > 0, there would be a sequence of pairs of integers { k ; , k ; ) , increasing without limit, such that a;" -all"" I > e( j = 1,2 2, , . . .) . We next show that the ai" may be estimated with respect to their growth as i increases, uniformly in k, whence we shall derive a like estimate for the A, .
Suppose, indeed, that e > 0 is fixed . For any i, k we may write P k (x) = a i " [x`+ Qk;(x)] (unless aq k ' = 0) . Qk;(x) has no term in x", so Qk,, c M(S ;), S; = 8 -n . Now all these S, 's, by our previous remark, form an aggregate APPROXIMATION BY POLYNOMIALS 8 J . A . CLARKSON AND P . ERDÖS which satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2 ; hence there is a fixed n0 (E) such that when n ; > n0 (E) and for all k,
Now, from our hypothesis, {P k (x) } must be uniformly bounded : suppose I Pk (x) I < I' for all x and k . Then we may conclude i T2 > [a ak) ] 2 f x"' + Qk :(x) 12 dx > [ a=k)]' (1 + for all k, and n ; > n0 (E), whence, under the same conditions,
I a,k ' I < T(1 + E)" .
Thus, given E > 0, we may first select n ; large enough and then by letting k --obtain the result
This clearly implies that lim I A, < 1 so that the power series 1: A ix"' has ja radius of convergence at least unity . We denote the sum of this series by g(x) ; we now have only to identify f(x) and g(x) for 0 < x < 1 . Suppose then that x is fixed in this range : we show that 
We first select N large enough so that I a ;k) 1, I A i I < T(21(1 + x))'`whenever i > N, which is possible by (2) and (3), and then further increase N so that the second term in (5), which is now dominated by a geometric series remainder, is less than ' 2 77 . This N being fixed, the first term may be made < 1 ,77 by choosing k sufficiently large . Hence, (4) is now demonstrated, and as Pk(x) , f(x), the proof is finished . It is not true, in general, that the partial sums of the power series for f(x) will serve as approximating polynomials for this function in the closed unit interval, since this power series may not converge at the point x = 1 . Consider a sequence of positive integers n, <itI <ra 2 <n'< • • • <n k <nk< , such that 1 < n.k/n k < 1 + 2-k . It may easily be verified that the k-th term of the series E (x"`• -x"k) has absolute value less than 2 -k for 0 < x < 1, so that k-1 f(x), the sum of this series, is a continuous function in that interval . Moreover, since our condition implies E nk 1 , Z (nD -' < -, we infer by our previous result that f(x) can be continued to an analytic function within the unit circle, whence it follows at once that the power series for f (x) is -x" + x' • -x" + x`-, which diverges at x = 1 .
se On the other hand, Hardy and Littlewood [1) have shown that if the power ries 57 akx "k, with radius of convergence unity, is lacunary (nk+1 /n k > c > 1) and lim E a kx"` = a, then 7' a k = a . From this it follows immediately that in the lacunary case the divergence at x = 1 shown in our last example cannot occur, and that the power series will converge uniformly in the closed unit interval .
3 . By utilizing Theorem 2 we are able to extend the theorem of Müntz and Szász to any closed interval (a, b), where a > 0 . In this case the presence of the constant power x°is irrelevant . We have chosen to omit a discussion of the corresponding extension to an interval containing the origin in its interior ; this is of a more routine nature, involving only a natural distinction between even and odd powers . We now select an integer mo subject to several conditions, the first of which is that m e' S and m > m0 will imply x2'" -x''"P, (x) > (2 -a) -', which, by our remark above and Theorem 2, is certainly possible . Since I x 2 m -x'"P,,, I < 2 -m, this implies I I x1 m -x'P, I I' > (2 -a) -", whence II x' -Pte, II' > [a. (2 -a) ] -m . Since a(2 -a) < 1, this shows that (with a possible further increase of m,,) when m > m" and rn c' S, A,,, --I I P, I I" > c" (c > 1) .
We further restrict m" to satisfy the two following conditions :
for n x > in,, .
rrk Here (ii) is possible once more by Theorem 2 . We now write P,(x) _ b,,,,x", and note that because of (ii), whenever where Q », is a polynomial in x 2in and x'`-, i ~j(m) . This expression is less than a"' ( ", where 0 < a < 1, for the entire interval 0 < x < 1 . For the interval (a, 1) this is at once clear from the definition of P,, . In (0, a) we write b-1 (m) I x 2'". -x"`P," I < az°` +-2(na~ + 1) a "' , which again tends to zero exponentially . If we write x '''"''+" + x and recall that b,,, ;, m., tends to infinity as an exponential in in, it is clear that for 1 an appropriate (3, 0 < a < 1, we shall have for 0 < x < 1, m > m" ,
x"i(m)+" + Rm(X) I < 0 "i(m)+'n t
